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Filed Feb. 26, 1959, Ser. No. 795,758 

11 Claims. (Cl. 222-394) 

This invention relates to improvements in gravity actu 
ated valves for pressurized dispensers, the purpose of such 
a valve being to control a supplementary inlet leading 
into the eduction passageway near the top of the dis 
penser, thereby permitting the contents to be discharged 
in the inverted position of the dispenser, as in its up 
right position, without wasteful lossof the pressuring 
gas. More particularly, the invention comprises a slida 
ble valve member which is guided in movement along a 
?xed‘ body constituting a part of the eduction‘ passageway 
and which seats by gravity upon the ori?ce'of the supple 
mentary inlet to seal it against} substantial: leakage of 
gas when the dispenser is upright, but which also has 
sui?ciently'large clearance from the ?xed part to avoid 
its binding. thereon as‘ it moves to cover and uncover 
the orifice, notwithstanding that'one of the valve parts 
may be of plastic and hence susceptible to swelling when 
immersed in liquid. ' ' ' 

' This application is a continuation-in-part of my co 
pending application, Serial No. 732,082, ?led April 30, 
1958', now abandoned‘. 
Hand held dispensers for wet sprays and aerosols are 

intended to be discarded when emptied ‘and for that 
reason they are necessarily of inexpensive construction. 
Such a dispenser essentially comprises a can body having 
a ?nger-pressed discharge valve at the top from which 
‘an eduction tube extends and dips into the contents. 
Plastic eduction tubes‘ have largely replaced metal ones, 
for they can be cut from long coiled‘ lengths of the 
?exible tubing, whereas many relatively short lengths 
of straight metal tube would he required to produce the 
same number of parts, with greater waste in trim and 
higher labor cost in handling. In the interest of low 
unit cost of these dispensers and high rate of production, 
plastics are also increasingly replacing other metal parts 
where substitution is possible. 
A principal disadvantage of nylon and other plastics 

for use. in dispensers and particularly for the inter?tting 
.parts thereof is that they swell when wetted‘ both by 
aqueous solutions and many organic solutions. This char 
acteristic has precluded the use of such material for 
slidable valves, for these have heretofore comprised a 
close ?tting sleeve which slides along the eduction pas 
sageway and moves across a. lateral port with a wiping 
action. Such valves require that large contiguous areas 
of the ?xed. and movable parts. have such little spacing 
as. to be virtually in contact in order to prevent excessive 
escape of gas. Thus, tolerances must be maintained with 
precision in order that the permissible clearance shall 
not exceed about 00015 inch. As a consequence, any 
slight swelling of either part would. cause the. movable 
part or slider to stick and so destroy the eitectiveness of 
the valve. ‘In the ‘present valve, however, the clearance 
between the inside diameter of the slider and the outside 
diameter of the ?xed body part to which it is opposed 
may be ten times greater than was heretofore necessary, 
but an equally effective scaling is, achieved. Thus, cheaper 
materials such as plastics now maybe employed for the 
?xed body of the valve and since there-‘need not‘ be a 
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close ?t of the parts quantity production may be in 
creased. , ‘ 

It is accordingly an object of my invention to pro 
vide a slideable valve member which seats upon and 
seals an upwardly presented ori?ce in a mating, ?xed 
valve part or body, the slidable member having su'?icient 
clearance between it and the ?xed valve part to enable 
it to move freely notwithstanding that one of the mating 
parts is made of nylon or other‘ plastic and is subject 
to swelling in use. 

Other objects and advantages of the invention will 
be apparent from the following description and draw 
ings, in which 

Figure l is a longitudinal sectional view of a pressure 
discharge type dispenser wherein the slidable valve is 
shown in its relationship to the conventional parts of 
such a dispenser. 

Figure 2 is an enlarged longitudinal sectional view 
of the slidable valve shown‘ in Figure 1, wherein the 
adapter constitutes the ?xed part of the valve and the 
movable valve member is seated thereon, the ?gure show 
ing the connection of the adapter to the body of the ?nger 
pressed discharge valve to which it‘ is ?tted. 

Figure 3 is a transverse section taken along ‘line 3-3 
of Figure 2. 

Figure 4 is a longitudinal sectional view of a form. of 
slidable valve wherein the slider is of frus-to-conical shape. 

Figure 5 is a plan view of another form. of. slidable 
member. > '‘ 

Figure 6 is a cross section of the slidable- member 
shown in Figure 5. 

Figure‘ 7 is a plan view of yet: another form of slidable 
member. > 

‘ Figure 8 is a cross section of the slidable member 
shown in Figure 7 .1 ‘ ' 

Dispensers with which this invention is adapted for 
use are discharged under pressure through a tube or 
eduction passageway which dipsint'o the contents which 
are to be discharged. When‘ the passageway is opened 
to atmosphere by manual actuation of a. discharge valve 
the higher pressure of gas within the dispenser-forces the 
liquid or other fluent contents through the eduction pas 
sageway from its submerged lower end‘. The manual 
valve may be any one of a number which are available, 
such as that shown for purposes- of illustration in Fig 
ure 1 wherein a ?nger piece 10 whichL is formed, with 
a nozzle ori?ce 11 is joined to a hollow‘ stem 12 and 
when depressed‘ against the resistance‘ of‘ spring 13 ?exes 
a washer 14'to uncover a side port in‘ the‘ stem, and thus 
opens the passage‘ for discharge‘; The body‘ 15 of the 
discharge valve is permanently carried; by the‘ top 16: of 
the dispenser and includes'a downwardly extending nipple 
of reduced diameter onto which, in‘ prior dispensers, the 
eduction tube 17 is ?tted; 
In the present invention a‘ slidable. valve‘ is interposed 

between the nipple of the discharge‘ valve and the‘educti'on 
tube. The slidable valve comprises an ad'apter'18, or ?xed 
tubular member, which may be of a molded. plastic 
such as nylon and therefore isv less-1 expensive: than metal, 
and a cooperating movable’ member 19‘. The adapter is 
formed with a circumferential shoulder" 20 upon which 
the movable valve member rests. A branch 21 ofthe 
eduction passageway leads from the axial‘ bore 22; of the 
adapter to the upper surface“ of the shoulder, such branch 
passage constituting a second inlet totheeduc'tion-pas'sage 
way spaced from its open end' and! at the opposite end of 
the dispenser. The bore 22‘ extends axially through the 
adapter body from aprojec'ting ‘nipple portion‘ 2.3E at. its 
lower end to its upper end'in which av counterbore- of 
larger diameter provides a socket forv receiving the pro 
jecting end‘ of'the discharge. valve body. It will be under‘ 
stood, however, that the body: IS-of'th’e" discharge. valve 
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and the adapter 18 may be in one piece and of such 
diameter as will enable the slider to be entered thereon 
and positioned before the unitary body is secured in the 
receptacle top. 
The movable valve member or slider 19 is herein shown 

as an annulus which loosely surrounds the upper tubular 
part of the adapter and seats upon the shoulder 20 to 
cover the ori?ce in the branch passage 21. Since the 
movable member seals the ori?ce when seated on the 
shoulder and uncovers it by moving away from the seat, 
a close tolerance need not be maintained in the spacing 
of the movable and ?xed parts, as would be the case 
where a radial port is covered and uncovered in the 
sliding movement of a sleeve across it. Thus, since the 
clearance is not critical, being of the order of 0.012 inch, 
manufacturing expense is reduced, both because the slider 
may be made from a section of brass tubing of only ap 
proximate ?t and also because the adapter may be made 
of nylon which is cheaper thana similarly shaped metal 
part, with no machining of the parts required to produce 
a leakproof seal,- their spacing being initially su?’iciently 
great to avoid sticking of the slider notwithstanding that 
the plastic body of the adapter may be expected to swell 
in use. 

Effective sealing of the branch passage 21 is enhanced 
by providing a narrow annular seat 24 encircling the 
ori?ce and raised from the surface of the shoulder 20. 
Nubs 25 which also project from the shoulder to the 
same height as the ringlike projection 24 level the seated 
slider. 
An alternative form of slidable valve is shown in Figure 

4. Here the movable member or slider comprises a 
?aring skirt portion 26 of frusto-conical form which 
depends from a cylindrical collar 27. The slider is loosely 
carried on a ?xed tubular body 28 which is secured at its 
upper end in the boss or turret 29 in the top of the dis 
pensing receptacle and which has a nipple 30 at its lower 
end for attachment of an eduction tube. Above the nipple 
30 the body 28 is formed with an enlarged frusto-conical 
shoulder 31, the upper surface of which conforms in 
angular inclination to that of the skirt portion 26 of the 
slider. A branch passageway 32 extends from the main 
eduction passageway 33 laterally through the shoulder 31 
and terminates at an ori?ce in the frusto-conical surface 
of the shoulder where it will be covered by the seated 
slider. For maximum sealing efficiency a narrow raised 
annulus 34 surrounding the ori?ce in the shoulder consti 
tutes a seating surface of small contact area against which 
the slider rests in its lower position, and a projecting nub 
35 on the shoulder positions the slider so that it is axially 
centered on the body 28 when in position to seal the 
branch passageway. 

Inasmuch as the upper portion of the valve body 28, 
namely from its upper end to the enlarged shoulder 31, 
is of smaller diameter than the central opening in the 
slider, the slider may he slipped upon it in the initial 
assembly and the assembled unit then be secured in the 
boss 29 of the receptacle, thus obviating an added assem 
bly step which is required when an adapter is employed, 
and further reducing manufacturing cost. 

. Figures 5 and 6 respectively show a modi?ed form of 
slider in plan and cross section. This comprises a collar 
portion 36 which is guided on the tubular body of the 
adapter and a circumferential ?ange portion 37 which 
seats over the ori?ce of the branch passage 21. 

Another modi?ed form of slider is shown in Figures 7 
and 8 which are, respectively, plan and’ cross sectional 
views. In these the slider 38 has a collar and circumfer 
ential ?ange as in Figures 5 and 6, and additionally is 
formed with a depending skirt 39 which ?ts down around 
the edge of the adapter shoulder 20 and thereby assists in 
guiding the slider as it approaches its seat. 

While the invention has been illustrated and described 
hereinabove in connection with various illustrative ex 
amples and details, it will be understood that the invention 
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in its broader aspects is not limited to the minor structural 
details illustrated, but may be variously embodied within 
the scope of the appended claims. 
What I claim as my invention is: 
1. A gravity actuated valve for pressurized dispensers 

which permits the dispenser to be discharged without 
wasteful loss of gas in its upright as well as inverted 
positions through an eduction passageway which has both 
a lower inlet at its end adjacent the bottom of the dis 
penser and a valve controlled inlet adjacent the top 
of the dispenser, the valve controlling the inlet adjacent 
the top of the dispenser comprising a ?xed tubular part 
of the eduction passageway which is formed with an 
upwardly facing horizontal surface, said ?xed part formed 
with a branch of said eduction passageway terminating 
in an ori?ce at said horizontal surface, said valve also 
comprising a slidable member encircling said ?xed part 
and guided in movement thereon to seat by gravity on 
the upwardly facing horizontal surface of said ?xed part, 
thereby sealing the ori?ce of the branch passageway 
when the dispenser is upright, said slidable member fall 
ing away from said ori?ce to uncover the same when 
the dispenser is inverted and the ori?ce is submerged. 

2. A slidable valve for admitting the contents of a pres 
surized dispenser into the eduction passageway thereof 
when the dispenser is inverted, but sealing the passage 
way against wasteful escape of the pressuring gas when 
the dispenser is upright, such valve being located in the 
upper part of the dispenser and comprising a tubular body 
which constitutes a part of the eduction passageway, said 
body having an upwardly facing seating surface for a 
movable valve member, a valve member guided for slid 
ing movement on said tubular body above the seating 
surface thereon, said tubular body further being formed 
with a branch passage which terminates at the seating 
surface in an ori?ce, the movable valve member being 
adapted to cover and seal the ori?ce when the dispenser 
is upright and the ori?ce is above the level of the dis 
penser contents but to fall away from the ori?ce to un 
cover it when the dispenser is inverted and the ori?ce 
is submerged. 

3. A slidable valve for admitting the contents of a 
pressurized dispenser into the eduction passageway there 
of when the dispenser is inverted, but sealing the passage 
way against wasteful escape of pressuring gas when the 
dlspenser is upright, such valve being located in the 
upper part of the dispenser and comprising a tubular 
body constituting a part of the eduction passageway, a 
laterally projecting shoulder on said body, which shoul 
der has an upwardly presented seating surface for a mov 
able valve member, said tubular body being formed with 
a branch passageway which terminates at the seating 
surface in an ori?ce, and a movable valve member hav~ 
mg an undersurface which covers the ori?ce and seals 
the same when the dispenser is upright but which falls 
away from the ori?ce to uncover it when the dispenser 
is inverted. 

4. A slidable valve for admitting the contents of a 
pressurized dispenser into the eduction passageway there 
of when the dispenser is inverted, but sealing the passage 
way against wasteful escape of the pressuring gas when 
the dispenser is upright, such valve being located in the 
upper part of the dispenser and comprising a tubular 
body of molded plastic constituting a part of the educ 
tion passageway, said body being formed with a shoulder 
which has an upwardly facing seating surface for a 
movable valve member, an annular valve member loosely 
encircling said tubular body above the shoulder thereof 
and guided by said tubular body in sliding movement 
therealong, said tubular body further being formed with 
a branch passage which terminates at the surface of the 
shoulder in an ori?ce spaced in radial direction from the 
tubular body, the annular movable valve member having 
a ?at undersurface which covers the ori?ce and seals the 
same when the dispenser is upright and the ori?ce is 
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above the level of the dispenser contents but which falls 
away from the ori?ce to uncover it when the dispenser 
is inverted and the ori?ce is submerged. 

5. A slidabie valve for admitting the contents of a 
pressurized dispenser into the eduction passageway there 
of when the dispenser is inverted, but sealing the passage 
way against wasteful escape of the pressuring gas when 
the dispenser is upright, sucn vaive being located in the 
upper part of the dispenser and comprising an adapter 
to be interposed between the body of a manually actuated 
discharge valve at the top- of the dispenser and an educ~ 
tion tube which extends into the bottom part of the dis 
penser, said adapter being formed with a ?uid passage 
extending axially thereof from a nipple at its lower end 
to an enlarged socket at its upper end into which the 
end of the discharge valve body is inserted in assembly, 
the adapter having a circumferential shoulder which pro 
vides a seating surface for a movable valve member, a 
branch passage leading from the axial passage in said 
adapter to the surface of said shoulder and terminating 
in an ori?ce in the shoulder which is laterally spaced 
from such axial passage, an annular valve member loosely 
encircling the body of the adapter and seating on said 
shoulder to cover the ori?ce of the branch passage when 
the dispenser is upright, said annular valve member being 
guided by the body of said adapter for limited sliding 
movement therealong to uncover said ori?ce when the 
dispenser is inverted and to cover and seal the same 
when the dispenser is upright. 

6. In a pressurized dispenser wherein the body of a 
manually actuated discharge valve connects within the 
dispenser to a tube which dips into the contents to be dis 
charged and which constitutes with the valve body an 
eduction passageway leading from the bottom of the dis 
penser to the discharge valve at its top, the improvement 
comprising a valved adapter interposed between the dis 
charge valve body and tube, said adapter having a main 
and branch passage therein constituting part of the educ~ 
tion passageway, said adapter further being formed with 
a laterally projecting shoulder having an upwardly fac 
ing surface which is intersected by the branch passage 
thereby providing an ori?ce at a point laterally spaced 
from the main passage, an annular valve member slidably 
mounted on the adapter for longitudinal movement to 
ward and away from the upwardly facing surface of said 
shoulder and in substantially parallel relation thereto, the 
undersurface of said annular valve member being adapted 
to cover and seal the ori?ce in said shoulder when the 
dispenser is upright but to fall away therefrom when the 
dispenser is inverted. 

7. In a pressurized dispenser having an eduction pas 
sageway extending to adjacent its bottom, which educ 
tion passageway has an open end serving as a ?rst inlet 
therein in the bottom part of the dispenser and which 
has a valve controlled second inlet therein adjacent the 
top of the dispenser, the improvement comprising a tu 
bular part of the eduction passageway which is formed 
with a branch passage constituting the second inlet, said 
tubular part having a circumferential shoulder which 
presents a substantially horizontal top surface at which 
the branch passage terminates in an ori?ce spaced from 
the axis of said tubular part, an annular valve member 
slidably mounted on said tubular part and loosely guided 
thereby, said annular valve member having its under 
surface adapted to seat on said shoulder and to cover 
the ori?ce of the branch passage when the dispenser is 
upright but to move away from the shoulder in substan 
tially parallel relation thereto when the dispenser is in 
verted, thereby to uncover the ori?ce and open the second 
said inlet. t 

8. A slidable valve for admitting the contents of a 
pressurized dispenser into the eduction passageway there 
of when the dispenser is inverted but sealing the pas 
sageway against wasteful escape of pressuring gas when 
the dispenser is upright, such valve being located in the 
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upper part of the dispenser and comprising a body ex 
tending into the dispenser and having a bore which con 
stitutes a part of the eduction passageway, a laterally 
projecting shoulder on said body within the dispenser, a 
valve slidably mounted on said body and guided thereby 
to seat on said shoulder when the dispenser is in upright 
position but to fall away therefrom when the dispenser 
is inverted, and a branch passageway in the body leading 
from the bore thereof to the surface of said shoulder 
upon which said valve seats, such branch passageway 
being covered and sealed by said valve in the upright po 
sition of the dispenser but uncovered when the dispenser 
is inverted. 

9. In a pressurized dispenser having an eduction pas 
sageway leading from adjacent the bottom of the dis 
pensing receptacle to a manually operated discharge 
valve at its top, a valve controlling a port through which 
the material to be dispensed is admitted to the eduction 
passageway near the top of the receptacle when the re 
ceptacle is inverted but sealing the port against wasteful 
escape of pressuring gas when the receptacle is upright, 
said valve comprising a body formed with a ?ow passage 
which constitutes part of the eduction passageway, a 
laterally extending shoulder on said body which provides 
a seating surface for a movable valve member, said valve 
body having a branch passage leading from the ?ow 
passage thereinto the aforesaid seating surface, a mov 
able valve member mounted on said valve body for 
limited sliding movement therealong and seating on the 
shoulder thereof to cover and seal the branch passage 
therein when the dispensing receptacle is upright and to 
uncover the same when the dispensing receptacle is 
inverted. 

10. A slidable valve for admitting the contents of a 
pressurized dispenser into the eduction passageway there 
of when the dispenser is inverted but sealing the passage 
way against wasteful escape of pressuring gas when the 
dispenser is upright, said valve comprising a body lo 
cated in the upper part of the dispenser and formed with 
the ?uid ?ow passage extending therethrough, a circum 
lferential shoulder on said _-body providing a seating,‘ 
surface for a movable valve member, said body having 
a branch passage therein leading from the ?uid ?ow pas 
sage to the surface of said shoulder and terminating in 
an ori?ce which is laterally spaced from the aforesaid 
?ow passage, an annular valve member encircling the 
body and seating on the circumferential shoulder thereof 
to cover and seal the ori?ce of the branch passage when 
the dispenser is upright, said annular valve member be 
ing guided by the body for limited sliding movement 
therealong to uncover said ori?ce when the dispenser is 
inverted. 

11. A slidable valve for admitting the contents of a 
pressurized dispenser into the eduction passageway there 
of when the dispenser is inverted, but sealing the pas~ 
sageway against wasteful escape of pressuring gas when 
the dispenser is upright, such valve being located in the 
upper part of the dispenser and comprising a tubular 
body constituting a part of the eduction passageway, a 
laterally projecting shoulder on said body, which shoul 
der has a frusto-conical seating surface for a movable 
valve member, said tubular body being formed with a 
branch passageway which terminates at the seating sur 
face in an ori?ce, and a movable valve member having a 
frusto-conical undersurface which covers the ori?ce and 
seals the same when the dispenser is upright but which 
falls away from the ori?ce to uncover it when the dis 
penser is inverted. 
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